
JacoTech ‘s precision manufacturing processes are a cut above the competition. 

JacoTech uses either circular diamonds or its U.S. patented elliptical pro�le 
diamond tools to engrave all of its optical quality copper plated cylinders. 
Depending on the client’s guidelines, JacoTech o�ers it’s proprietary 
LentiClear Lenticular Lens – a U.S. patented 0.0180" (mil) 75 LPI optical lens 
array design. Once JacoTech's engraved pattern is completed, a hard 
chrome plating is applied to each cylinder prior to shipping.

JacoTech’s Copper (Standard Size) 75 LPI Lenticular Engraved Cylinder JacoTech’s Prismatic V-Groove Patterned Embossed Cylinder
Featuring a shallow 0.0005" deep, 90-degree V-groove pattern within its
mirror-�nished optical grade copper plating, the extruded plastic from the 
above prismatic engraved cylinder will yield high quality embossed thin
�lm plastic materials with extremely high re�ectivity for applications like 
cell phone display screens and much more. Each and every JacoTech 
cylinder is designed for low cost, high volume output. 

JacoTech’s 4-Sided Cubic Corner Retro- 
Re�ective Pyramid Cylinder Mould:
        This close up section reveals a complex micro-
structured optical design with two coordinated/
aligned 90-degree V-groove patterns, which creates 
a �nished, 4-sided cubic-cornered pyramid retro-
re�ective engraved cylinder mould pattern. After 
the cylinder is plated with a super hard chrome 
�nish, it is ready for high volume extruding to 
manufacture re�ective road signs – worldwide.

     JacoTech’s unique 
4-sided cubic corner 
retro-re�ective
cylinder mould.

Close-up photo 
of the diamond-cut 
lenticules on a 
standard JacoTech 
lenticular cylnder.

Cylinder Engraving & Optical Engineering 

JacoTech is in the optical micro-machining 
business of CNC diamond turning, milling, and 
�y-cutting unusually (big and heavy) cylinders 
used to either extrude/emboss/cast plastic/
polymer sheet and roll materials. These engraved 
moulds contain simple to complex optical patterns, 
which perform a number of complicated light 
management control functions. 

JacoTech also provides full optical engineering 
and design services to its customers including, 
but not limited to: lenticular design, complex 
microstructured plastic optical lens design, 
diamond tool design, lens system optimization 
and full metrology. Opticad, Zemax and proprietary 
designed software is utilized for this optionally 
available optical engineering service by our 
optical scientist.

JacoTech’s Diamond Machining Capabilities
Using custom-designed, precision diamond 
turning equipment, JacoTech engraves complex 
optical patterns into materials such as: copper, 
aluminum, electroless nickel/alloys, beryllium 
copper, brass, and gold. Certain machining 
geometries include plano, spherical, parabolic, 
general aspheric, toroidal, Fresnel, axicon/waxicon, 
hyperbolic, elliptical and cylindrical shapes.


